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PERU TESOL SPEAKERS LIST AND TOPICS

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS:
Karen Jogan. Albright College. Reading Pennsylvania, USA.

Roger W. Gee. Holy Family University. Philadelphia, USA.
New Trends in Vocabulary Teaching/Learning

Maria Isabel Cobian. Instituto de Textileria y Comercio (ITC)
Is Grammar Desirable or Just a Necessary Evil?

Tom Koch. Kinki University. Japan
Implementing an Extensive Reading Element in the EFL Classroom

SPEAKERS:


3. Roxana Correa. Chile. Universidad Catolica de la Santisima Concepcion, Chile.
“Teaching English In English, Strategic Based Instruction; A case study”

5. Patricia Martinez Ilabaca. UCSC, Chile. “Construction of pedagogical knowledge: beliefs and performance in the classroom”


7. Maria Gabriela Sanhueza y Patricia Martinez Ilabaca. UCSC, Chile. “Mirroring and Reflecting on Action through Stimulated Recall”


12. Jaime M. Ancajima Alama. Universidad de Piura. “How to deal with mixed ability classes, Helping others and ourselves through class observation”


15. Leydy Yadira Sanchez Toro. Language Centre from Señor de Sipan University. Chiclayo, Lambayeque - Peru. “Applying Innovative Games and Educational Resources to teach efficiently”

16. Dr. Roger Gee. Holy Family University. USA. “What to Do When You Have No Story, What to Do When You Have Only One Story”

17. Lilia Maguïña Alvarado. Universidad del Santa. Chimbote, Ancash – Peru. “Singing At All Ages”

18. Lourdes Talavera Ugarte. Centro Cultural Peruano Norteamericano, Arequipa – Peru. “Let’s plan funtastic lessons for our kids!, What can we do when speaking activities do not work?”

19. Dr. Karen Jogan. Albright College, USA. “Meeting all students’ needs through Differentiated Instruction”

20. Maria Isabel Cobian. Instituto de Textileria y Comercio (ITC), Lima – Peru. “Content-Based Instruction CBI, Working up the Artist in You by Marisa Cobian”

21. Irene Godi. Captain of IEMI TEAM, Cuenca Ecuador. “You can make the difference.. But HOW?, Beyond the Script, 4Mat System, Having Fun in the Classroom”